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Abstract
Feelings of fear serve to protect individuals from experiencing harm from their external
environment. Physiological responses to fear include increased heart rate, increased respiration
rate, and increased skin conductance. In this experiment, the feedforward response to fear was
tested through the utilization of two videos which both included the same auditory and visual
startle stimulus. The purpose of the experiment was to test whether the feedforward response
mitigates the difference between the body’s baseline physiological measurements and the
heightened fear response. Participants were given an expectation of fear for the first video,
initiating a feedforward response. For the second video, participants were given the expectation
of a neutral response; however, there was still a fearinducing image and sound. The difference
in amplitude of measured physiological responses between prestartle to poststartle stimulus
were compared to represent the mitigation effects of the feedforward response. The results of
this study show that 
the feedforward response of fear expectancy increased heart rate,
respiration rate, and skin conductance, allowing 
the body to prepare for an upcoming stimulus.
However, no statistical significance was found between the difference in amplitude between the
expectancy period and the postfear response period in heart rate, respiration rate, and skin
conductance when comparing the first video to the second video.

Introduction
Fear is experienced as the feeling of apprehension, uncertainty, and danger, and arises at
the prospect of a threat, serving to protect individuals from harm (Kreibig et al., 2007). A
stimulus that elicits a fear response prompts a reaction by both somatic and autonomic nervous
systems (Lang and McTeague, 2009), including accelerated heart rate, increased respiration rate,
decreased respiratory depth, dilation of the bronchioles, sweating, increased skin conductance
level, increased skin conductance response rate, and increased skin conductance response
magnitude (Kreibig et al., 2007).
It has been shown that expectations of provoking stimuli can initiate a feedforward
response, thus altering perception of a variety of senses such as taste intensity (Woods et al.,
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2011), auditory interpretation (Grings et al., 1980), and magnitude of response to fearevoking
stimuli (Koyama et al., 2004). These fear expectations can be produced with verbal cues, since
verbal threats can produce an autonomic response comparable to physical stimuli (Sebastiani et
al., 2014; Bridger and Mandel, 1963), including physiological responses specific to fear such as
increased heart rate and skin conductance (Lang and McTeague, 2009).
However, in the

published literature, discrepancies exist over whether the feedforward response of fear
expectation causes the physiological response to fear stimuli to be heightened or diminished.
Some studies found that the response to aversive stimuli was diminished by a fear expectation
(
Belova et al., 2007; Sebastiani et al., 2014), while others found that the response to aversive
stimuli was enhanced in a fear context (Bermpohl et al., 2006; Lang and McTeague, 2009). This
disparity in the literature led us to question whether initiating
a feedforward response by
informing participants to have an expectation of fear would significantly alter the physiological
response to fear measured as changes in heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance. Heart
rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance have been shown to increase in response to fear
(Kreibig et al., 2007).
A study was designed to examine the response to a fearinducing stimulus in participants
with and without verbal warning to expect a startling stimulus. The participants of this study
watched two videos. First, participants were given the expectation of the fearinducing image
and sound prior to watching the video (experimental group). This expectation was given to create
a feedforward response to fear. Spiders were included in the scare image because previous
studies indicated that images of 
p
retechnological threats (i.e. spiders, snakes, etc.) are more
effective in eliciting a physiological response than those of modern threats (i.e. guns) 
(Bermpohl
et al., 2006; 
Davey, 1992; 
Lang and McTeague, 2009; 
Mineka and Ohman, 2002).
For control conditions in the experiment, participants were given the expectation of a
neutral video to not elicit a feedforward response and to record baseline measurements.
However, the video still ended with the same fearinducing image and startling sound as the first
video. This scenario served as both our positive and negative controls. The first portion of the
video (the neutral sound and image) is defined as the negative control. The second part to the
video (the startling image and sound) is defined as the positive control.
The difference of
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physiological responses between the expectancy period (neutral or fearinducing) to the startle
response was measured to see if the feedforward response of fear expectancy prepares the body
for a fear response. 
We hypothesize that 

the feedforward response of fear expectancy will
increase heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance
, thus 
diminishing the difference in
amplitude of measurements during expectancy period compared to those during the response to
the fearinducing image. 
We hypothesize that the amplitude will decrease because feedforward
is an anticipatory response that allows the body to prepare for an upcoming stimulus.

Methods
Participants:
Participants were students ages 21 to 28 enrolled in Physiology 435 at the University of
WisconsinMadison. In total, 5 males and 25 females completed the study. All participants were
given a consent form and the opportunity to decline involvement in the study if they did not feel
physically or emotionally stable for a strong emotional experience (Figure 1).

Materials:
Heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance were recorded as participants viewed
two startling videos while seated in front of a laptop computer wearing overtheear headphones.
A BSL Pulse Plethysmograph (Model: SS4LA, Part: SN 199110827, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.)
was used with Electrode Gel (Model: GEL100, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.) to measure heart rate in
beats per minute (BPM) as a function of time. A BSL Respiratory Effort Xdcr (Model: SS5LB,
Part: 13116908, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.) was used to record respiration rate in breaths per minute
as a function of time. Finally, a BSL EDA Finger Electrode Xdcr (Model: SS3LA, Part:
13013862, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.) was used with Isotonic Recording Electric Gel (Model:
GEL101, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.) to measure skin conductance in microsiemens.

Experimental Design:
The experiment was conducted according to the outline in Figure 2. The participants
filled out a form indicating their sex and age. They were then seated in front of a laptop
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computer, given headphones to wear, and the recording equipment was set up. First the BSL
Respiratory Effort was placed tightly around the participant’s chest in line with the sternum.
Then the BSP Pulse Plethysmograph was placed on the right pointer finger with electrode gel
100. Lastly the BSL EDA Finger Electrode was placed on the left pointer and middle fingers
with electrode gel 101. All equipment was cleaned between trials using sanitizing wipes.
For both trials participants were informed of the details of the study using a standardized
script. Before Video A to initiate a feedforward response, participants were warned that they
should anticipate a startle response. After viewing Video A, recording was stopped and
participants were given a break lasting at least 15 minutes but no longer than 50 minutes before
the study was continued. The break ensured that all physiological responses could return to a
baseline level. Before Video B, participants were told that a baseline measurement was being
obtained and that a neutral response was expected. Participants were mislead in this manner to
obtain a startle response without a feedforward response. The recording of measurements and
the video were initiated simultaneously. For both videos a startle was initiated at 39 seconds with
the same fearevoking image and screeching noise. Because the auditory volume and startling
image were kept constant throughout the experiment, it was ensured that Video A and Video B
elicited the same startle response.
At the conclusion of the second video, participants were given a postexperimental
survey which inquired whether they expected a scare during Video B, their feelings of
preparedness during each of the videos, and whether they considered themselves easily scared
(Figure 3). All participants were asked to not disclose any details of the experiment.

Data and Statistical Analysis:
All measurements were collected using the BIOPAC Systems, Inc. MP36. Data for each
physiological measurement was obtained from four intervals from each trial; 020, 2030, 3040
and 4060 seconds.
The differences between the heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance for each
interval was compared. The average heart rate was calculated in beats per minute by counting the
peaks for a given time interval, dividing by the number of seconds in that interval, and
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multiplying by 60 seconds for each interval (Figure 4). Due to equipment failure, some heart
rate data was illegible and was therefore excluded from the final analysis (Figure 5). The
average respiration rate was calculated in breaths per minute by counting the peaks for a given
time interval, dividing by the number of seconds in that interval, and multiplying by 60 seconds
(Figure 6). The average skin conductance in microsiemens was calculated for each interval
(Figure 7).
To measure the effect of the feedforward response on the heightened fear response, the
amplitude of the difference between the expectancy period and the postfear response period was
measured. Since the participants received the same startling stimulus prior to the 4060 second
interval, a similar physiological postfear response was expected. Due to this similar response
during the 4060 second interval, the primary focus of this analysis considered the 3040 second
interval. It was expected that the 3040 second interval for the feedforward response during
Video A would have an increased physiological response, thus decreasing the amplitude of the
fear response.
Excel and R Software were used for organization and statistical analysis. A onesided
paired ttest was conducted to evaluate how each individual responses varied between Video A
and Video B for each time interval. A paired onesided ttest was conducted to evaluate if there
was a difference in amplitude between the expectancy period (3040 second interval) and the
startle response (4060 second interval). A two sample, onesided ttest was conducted to
analyze whether there was a significant difference in responses between those that reported they
anticipated the second scare and those that did not. A pvalue of less than 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
Results
Heart Rate:
Only the heart rate difference between Video A, when participants were told to expect a
scare response, and Video B, when participants were told to expect a neutral response, during the
2030 second interval was significant (pvalue of 0.033) (Table 1). The differences in the other
intervals were not statistically significant and can be attributed to random chance (Figure 8A).
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Respiration Rate:
Although respiration rates during Video A were higher than during Video B for all
intervals, they were only significantly higher during the 020 second and 2030 second intervals
(pvalues of 0.0102 and 0.0283, respectively) (Table 2). The higher respiration rates in the later
intervals is due to chance variation (Figure 8B).

Skin Conductance:
When participants viewed Video A they had significantly higher skin conductance during
all time intervals compared to when they watched Video B (pvalues of 0.000011, 0.000005,
0.000015, and 0.000273) (Figure 8C) (Table 3).

Mitigation:
The difference in amplitude between the 3040 second interval and the 4060 second
interval was compared between Video A and Video B to directly test the mitigation of the fear
response via a feedforward response. There was no statistical significance between the
difference in amplitude in heart rate, respiration rate and skin conductance between Video A and
Video B (Table 4).

Anticipation of the second scare:
As part of a postexperiment survey participants were asked if they were anticipating a
scare during the second video despite being told to expect a neutral response. On average,
someone who did not anticipate the second scare had lower heart rate readings during the second
video. The only time when these differences were significant, however, was during the 4060
second time period when the second scare was anticipated (pvalue of 0.0081). The respiration
rate during 3040 seconds was significantly lower for someone who did not anticipate a second
scare (pvalue of 0.0449). The skin conductance response was not significantly different at any
time point between those who did and did not anticipate the second scare.
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Discussion
The results of this study support our hypothesis that 
the feedforward response of fear
expectancy increase heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance, allowing 
the body to
prepare for an upcoming stimulus. During Video A compared to Video B, a feedforward
response significantly increased heart rate during the time interval of 2030 seconds, respiration
rate during the time intervals of 020 and 2030 seconds, and skin conductance during all of the
time intervals. Since the physiological responses to fear were heightened when participants were
told to expect a fearinducing stimulus, this may suggest that a feedforward response mitigated
the difference between the participants’ baseline physiological measurements and the
participants’ actual physiological response to the fearinducing stimulus.
However, no statistical significance was found between the difference in amplitude
between the expectancy period and the postfear response period in heart rate, respiration rate,
and skin conductance in Video A compared to Video B. The time intervals used in this study
may have impacted the results as a 10 second interval was used for the expectancy period
measurement while a 20 second interval was used for the postfear response period. These long
time intervals may have diluted the measurements and may not have been an accurate
representation of the changes in heart rate, respiration rate, and skin conductance over time.
Some other limitations may have also affected the results of this study. The BSL Pulse
Plethysmograph that was used to record heart rate in this study failed to record legible data in 13
of the trials (Figure 5). As a result, those 13 participants were excluded from the analysis for
heart rate, reducing the sample size to 17 participants. This is a potential explanation for why a
feedforward response was only apparent in one interval for the heart rate data. There were also
several instances throughout the study where the actions or responses of the participants may
have altered the results. This included possible alterations to the respiration rate readings due to
talking, laughing, or gasping in response to the scare. In some cases participants also moved their
hands after being startled, possibly changing the skin conductance and heart rate data.
Overall this study had a strong experimental design that limited variability between trials
by standardizing a script, having an effective sound and image of scare in both videos that
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reliably initiated a startle response, and allowing a sufficient break between videos to return
participants to baseline.
In future studies, it could be beneficial to randomize Video A and Video B while still
recording the feedforward measurements in the first trial. This would eliminate the possibility
of one video unintentionally eliciting a stronger fear response than the other. Also, shorter
intervals of 5 seconds should be used in order to obtain a more accurate and less diluted
measurements. Lastly, the sample size should be increased to more accurately represent the
population.
Many feedforward responses have been established, such as skin temperature, hydration
and fluid intake, anticipation of physical exertion and salvation levels (Raff and Levitzky, 2011).
The purpose of this study was to further investigate the understanding of the feedforward
response to fear, currently debated in literature. While this study did not find a significant
difference in the feedforward mitigation of fear response, the significant trends in comparing the
average values between the two videos warrants further investigation on this topic.
Understanding the mechanism of the feedforward response to fear expectancy could contribute
to further studies of preparedness for and recovery from traumatic experiences, and therefore
could be applicable for use in a clinical setting.
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Appendix

Figure 1:
Experiment consent form given to participants prior to experimentation.
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Figure 2:
The timeline of one subject completing the study.

Figure 3:
Postexperiment survey given to participants after viewing Video B.
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Figure 4:
Graph depicting analyzable Pulse (PPG) data in millivolts (mV) over a 60 second time
interval.

Figure 5:
Graph depicting unreadable heart rate data in millivolts (mV) over a 60 second time
interval. This occurred in 13 trials. As a result, those 13 participants were excluded from the
analysis for heart rate, reducing the sample size to 17 participants.

Figure 6:
Graph depicting analyzable respiration rate in millivolts (mV) over a 60 second time
interval.

Figure 7:
Graph depicting analyzable galvanic skin conductance in microsiemens over a 60
second time interval.
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Figure 8:
Participants watched two videos that both initiated a startle response. Before Video A
participants were told to anticipate a scare to initiate a feedforward response, and were given no
verbal anticipation before the startle during Video B. 
A. 
Graph of average heart rate per time
interval for Video A and Video B
.
Only the heart rate difference between Video A and Video B
during the 2030 second interval was significant (pvalue of 0.033). The differences in the other
intervals were not statistically significant and can be attributed to random chance (Table 1). 
B.
Graph of average respiration rate per time interval for Video A and Video B. Respiration rate
was only significantly higher during the 020 second and 2030 second intervals (pvalues of
0.0102 and 0.0283, respectively). The higher respiration rates in the later intervals is due to
chance variation (Table 2). 
C.
Graph of average skin conductance per time interval for Video A
and Video B. Significantly higher skin conductance during Video A was found during all time
intervals compared to Video B (pvalues of 0.000011, 0.000005, 0.000015, and 0.000273) (Table
3).
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Heart Rate

020 s

2030 s

3040 s

4060 s

Video A

69.7 (11.0)

71.4 (10.9)

71.1 (11.2)

76.2 (12.3)

Video B

66.1 (10.8)

67.2 (10.0)

68.5 (11.0)

75.6 (13.1)

pvalue

0.0835

0.0331

0.1031

0.1617

Table 1
: Average heart rates in beats per minute (standard deviation). Participants watched two
videos that both initiated a startle response. Before Video A participants were told to anticipate a
scare to initiate a feedforward response, and were given no verbal anticipation before the startle
during Video B. The interval during which the heart rate is significantly higher in Video A than
Video B is highlighted in grey.

Respiration

020 s

2030 s

3040 s

4060 s

Video A

15.4 (4.0)

16.0 (3.8)

18.0 (4.4)

16.2 (3.6)

Video B

13.8 (3.0)

14.6 (3.8)

16.6 (4.2)

16.1 (4.2)

pvalue

0.0102

0.0283

0.0777

0.4775

Table 2
: Average respiration rates in breaths per minute (standard deviation). Participants
watched two videos that both initiated a startle response. Before Video A participants were told
to anticipate a scare to initiate a feedforward response, and were given no verbal anticipation
before the startle during Video B. The intervals during which the respiration rate was
significantly higher in Video A than Video B are highlighted in grey.
Skin
Conductance

020 s

2030 s

3040 s

4060 s

Video A

6.7 (3.7)

6.8 (3.7)

6.7 (3.8)

8.1 (5.1)

Video B

4.5 (2.5)

4.6 (2.7)

4.6 (2.8)

6.0 (3.7)

pvalue

0.000011

0.000005

0.000015

0.000273

Table 3
: Average skin conductance in microsiemens (standard deviation). Participants watched
two videos that both initiated a startle response. Before Video A participants were told to
anticipate a scare to initiate a feedforward response, and were given no verbal anticipation
before the startle during Video B. The intervals during which the skin conductance was
significantly higher in Video A than Video B are highlighted in grey.
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Difference in the Amplitude of Response
Heart Rate

Respiration

Skin Conductance

Video A

4.2

2.0

1.4

Video B

7.1

0.0

1.3

pvalue

0.5000

0.0913

0.325730

Table 4
: Measurements for heart rate, respiration, and skin conductance are given in beats per
minute, breaths per minute, and microsiemens respectively. Participants watched two videos that
both initiated a startle response. Before Video A participants were told to anticipate a scare to
initiate a feedforward response, and were given no verbal anticipation before the startle during
Video B. To test the mitigation of the fear response via a feedforward response, the difference in
amplitude between the 3040 second interval and the 4060 second interval was compared
between Video A and Video B. For each participant the average physiological measurement
value during the 3040 second time interval was subtracted from the 4060 second time interval.
The average of the differences for Video A and Video B was compared using a paired one sided
ttest. There was no statistical significance between the difference in amplitude in heart rate,
respiration rate and skin conductance between Video A and Video B.
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